MODEL 919™ MOISTURE TESTER
Shown with digital scale.
- Attempts by another company to alter our analog display to digital WILL NOT improve accuracy of our Model 919™ and are NOT recommended.

THERMOMETERS
Infra-red, digital, bin probes, replacement thermometer for Model 919™.

SIEVES
Canola, Flax and Cereal sieve sets. Full range of sizes, injection molded frame. Fits into existing metal sieves.

SCALES
Digital scales, Ohaus triple beam balances, pocket scales, calibration weights and more.

CANOLA EQUIP
100, 200 and 500 count rulers, plastic and steel rollers.

TEST WEIGHT EQUIP.
Diecast alum. 0.5 litre measure, funnels, strike off sticks, test weight scales and more.

SAMPLE PROBES
4.6, 8 and 10 ft. probes. Lightweight anodized alum. construction.

EXPERTS IN GRAIN MOISTURE TESTING
12 Bangor Ave., Winnipeg, MB R3E 3G4
PH: 204•772•6998  FAX: 204•772•8938
— Our Service Department provides same day service for recalibrations —
www.labtronics.ca